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During his early manhood, Prince William was by no
means a favorite either at his grandfather's court or at
that of any other foreign sovereign which he was occasion-
ally allowed to visit. Pale-faced and delicate-looking,
very severely treated by his mother, who is what one is
bound to call une maitresse femme, the boy at seventeen
was by no manner of means prepossessing, and his efforts
to assert himself, and to crush down a good deal of natural
awkwardness and timidity added to his singularly unlike-
able appearance.
In those days it could clearly be seen that everything that
he did or said was meant to create an impression of dignity
and of grandeur, to which his physique did not lend itself
very easily, and the contrast between him and his bosom
friend the courteous, graceful and dashing Crown Prince
of Austria, was very marked.
Good-hearted and endowed with a great many truly
generous instincts the young fellow was, however, sorely
handicapped by his education, the abnormal strictness dis-
played towards him at the Court of Berlin, and also by a
continually and most distressingly empty purse. It is a
hard and almost pitiful thing for the heir apparent of a
great empire to find himself often without the necessary
amount with which to cut the figure which his social rank
forces him to adopt, and it must have been especially gall-
ing to the overbearing and proud nature of this boy to be
continually obliged to borrow from his friends, nay even
from, his aides de camp, small sums wherewith to pay his
way wherever he went. Nevertheless his father and mother,
then Crown Prince and Crown Princess of Germany, be-
lieved it to be a thoroughly wholesome thing for the young
man to have to humble his pride, should he not be content
with the very small allowance made to him, this unfortu-

